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Abstract. Proving ownership (or possibly non-ownership) of an
attribute associated with an individual or device can be used in many
different use cases. For a user to prove age, credibility, medical records
or other type of attributes, cryptographic accumulators can be used.
Also, in a federated authentication architecture, a user may prove such
ownership via one or many proxies, e.g. a trusted party such as a bank
or government institution. We propose an authenticated multi-proxy
accumulation (AMPA) scheme for solving these types of scenarios
without the need for encryption and still preserve privacy and remove
data set leakage during set membership proving. We illustrate how an
AMPA scheme easily can be constructed and present initial results from
a proof of concept implementation.
Keywords: Proxy Accumulator · Proxy Signatures · Cryptography.
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Introduction

Cloud computing and distributed data sharing is growing more than ever;
outsourcing data storage to popular cloud solutions such as Amazon Web
Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud, which are the current top
service providers [1], is constantly growing. However, government agencies and
parts of the public sector are still reluctant to adopt cloud based solutions to
third party service providers due to legal reasons (CLOUD Act [2]), but also
due to security related issues [3]. At the same time, many types of information
sharing use cases for individuals and government institutions remain, e.g.
medical journal sharing between patient and hospital, and sharing and
verification of criminal records between police authority, potential employers
and other institutions. In all cases, the information could be considered
attributes associated with an individual, i.e. the data owner. It is therefore of
mutual interest that both the data owner and the data storage provider, e.g.
the hospital or police authority, are able to verify the authenticity and integrity
of the same data. Moreover, in some scenarios a (trusted) third party is the
requester of verifying attribute data of a person, e.g. an employer needs to
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verify an applicant’s (non-existent) criminal records thus requesting proof from
the police authorities. Ideally, these type of scenarios would benefit from using
a cloud infrastructure shared between institutions and agencies, streamlined for
fast data sharing and efficient real-time validity proof checking. However, due
to GDPR it is problematic to share personal attributes between institutions,
thus a mechanism for secure proof checking without revealing explicit data is
required.
1.1

Problem Statement

Many different real-world scenarios rely on manual verification for both users
and institutions. One example is where a prover P is going through a security
screening when applying for a classified role, e.g. within the military or
government sector. A prover P needs to prove a set of attributes such as no
criminal record, no medical history of certain diseases/injuries etc. In a national
database these attributes could be proven to exist or similarly, be proven as
a non-membership in order to prove the lack of attributes. Other government
agencies or medical institutions may have subsets of these attributes, hence are
able to act as proxies when requesting the (non)-membership proofs for P to a
verifer V.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and connected railway infrastructure
are still on the rise, and with that many security implications as well [4, 5].
Personal devices (vehicle on-board devices, smartphones) and equipment
such as cameras and radar sensory devices in the infrastructure can all be
connected. A secure and privacy-preserving layer of data knowledge sharing
is thus needed where a single device can prove attribute (data) knowledge or
association efficient and through (multiple) proxies, e.g. a vehicle may need to
prove eligibility for entering certain areas, or sensory devices must prove its
geographical boundaries.
The given scenarios requires a multi-party setup where possibly a set of
proxies AP is needed for proving that certain attributes y1 , ..., yn belong to P, by
proving that y1 , ...yn are securely stored in a trusted database at some database
owner S. Furthermore, proof of identity of all parties, including P and S, and
signatures for all proofs are needed to ensure authenticity and integrity. The
assumption is that P either cannot provide such proofs, or prefer to delegate the
proving part to one or many proxies, e.g. trusted parties such as a bank, hospital
or in the IoT case intermediate servers. Therefore, we address the problem of
delegated (non)-membership proving.
1.2

Accumulators and Proxy Signatures

A one-way accumulator is an efficient solution for secure set-membership proof
problems, i.e. determine if a certain element belongs to a given set without
revealing the elements. One important property of an accumulator is that it
can efficiently provide a fixed-size witness for any element in the accumulator,
which is used for verification of an element’s set (non)-membership. The notion
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of one-way accumulators was first proposed by Benaloh and de Mare [6]. Another
type of cryptographic accumulators are constructions based on bilinear pairings
and was first proposed by Nguyen [7].
Proxy signature protocols consists of three parties: original signer, proxy
signer and verifier. A warrant is sent to the proxy, consisting of a predefined
message space, a signature, identity of original signer etc. The warrant is used
in combination with the proxy key to compute a secret proxy key for further
signatures.
1.3

Related work

For the given use cases, tangent solutions exist addressing the privacy needs.
In [8] it is demonstrated how a private set intersection (PSI) approach can
be used in a cloud environment to calculate the set intersection on outsourced
and encrypted data between client and server. However, the solution relies on
encryption. Another approach is multi-party PSI solutions, first introduced in
[9], where multiple data owners can prove data intersections among each other
without revealing the non-intersecting parts. On the other hand, these and more
recent protocols [10, 11] which also have the ability to make use of delegated
private set intersection computations via proxies, still rely on encryption and
does not use the proxies as intermediate verifiers. Hence, to our knowledge,
there are no proposed protocols for using (multi) proxy signature schemes and
accumulators as building blocks with merged key- and signature mechanisms in
current literature.
1.4

Contribution

Our paper introduces the notion of authenticated (multi) proxy accumulation for
solving both current and potentially new use cases. Our contribution consists of:
– Proposing a suitable explicit construction of combining a multi-proxy
signature scheme with a dynamic accumulator scheme,
– proposing a general construction process for authenticated multi-proxy
accumulation schemes,
– presents a security and correctness analysis for the proposed scheme,
– a performance analysis from our proof of concept implementation in Java
and jPBC.

2

Preliminaries

A function H : {0, 1}∗ → A is a cryptographically secure hash function taking
any binary string as input and produces an element of some set A. Let xi ←$ X
denote a randomized selection of xi from a set X over a uniform distribution. A
security parameter 1λ determines parameter selection during initialization of a
scheme, i.e. choosing suitable secure groups for a bilinear map, prime numbers
and hash functions; thus λ corresponds to the provided n-bit security.
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Definition 1 (Pairing). Let G1 , G2 , GT be groups with generators g1 , g2 , gT
respectively. Let q = |hg1 i| = |hg2 i| = |hgT i|. Let ê : G1 × G2 → GT be a bilinear
map with the following properties:
1. Bilinearity: ∀(a, b ∈ Zq , g1 ∈ G1 , g2 ∈ G2 ): ê(g1a , g2b ) = ê(g1 , g2 )ab ,
2. Computability: Computing ê is efficient,
3. Non-degeneracy: ∃(g1 ∈ G1 , g2 ∈ G2 ) : ê(g1 , g2 ) 6= 1.
we then say that e is a pairing over groups G1 , G2 , GT .
If G1 = G2 , the pairing function is called symmetric, otherwise asymmetric.
Our construction use the Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) short signatures
scheme [12]. BLS is provably secure under the Computational Diffie-Hellman
problem and based on pairings. The signature of m is produced as σ = Hg (m)sk
where sk is the signer’s secret key. Verification is against the public key pk and
?
the pairing ê(σ, g) = ê(H(m), pk).

3

General Scheme Construction Methodology

The benefit of using a modular construction as described here, is that each
component can easily be changed when needed; if a scheme component is
enhanced in the same security model the new component should seamlessly be
interchanged. We propose a general approach, using a construction-by-modules
principle, for constructing an authenticated multi-proxy accumulation scheme
as follows:
1. Scheme selection: choose a signature scheme Sig, (multi)-proxy scheme
Proxy and accumulator scheme Acc based on same cryptographic primitives
(and possibly same hardness assumption), e.g. bilinear pairings.
2. Hardness selection: Make sure the hardness assumptions are compatible,
e.g. for pairings, check that the underlying pairing schemes are all symmetric
or asymmetric, to avoid mismatches during the security analysis.
3. Re-usage: Make sure Sig can be re-used for all steps in the Proxy protocol
and does not rely on several different signature schemes.
4. Extension: Extend the Proxy protocol to use one additional round of
signature generation/verifying, as described in Section 4.2 for the request
and proving phases, i.e. the proxies first compute an intermediate round of
signature checking with the set owner, and then the final signature round
to the verifying party.
5. Security Analysis: Make sure the security of the merged parts of the
scheme can be reduced to the security assumption of the Sig component.
In conclusion, the merge of Sig, Proxy and Acc builds on the efficiency of using
the same cryptographical primitives and the flexibility to easily add a second
round of signature checking with the data owner to perform an intermediate
proof checking step. Naturally, this scales linearly; for n proxies only 2n
additional signature checks are needed.
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Authenticated Multi-Proxy Accumulation Scheme
System model

The model consists of four parties: set owner S, accumulation proxy AP, prover
P and verifier V. Set owner S has full control over a finite set Y = {y1 , ..., yn } for
which prover P wants to prove membership of some element yi ∈ Y for verifer
V. In this particular setting, P must delegate the proving part to AP which in
turn communicates the proof to verifier V. This implies V to verify three things:
the validity of the membership proof, that P is authenticated and thus implicitly
the delegation of the proof from P to AP also follows.
4.2

Proposed Construction

We propose an authenticated multi-proxy accumulation scheme (AMPA). It
involves a multi-party setup with a prover P, a set of (at least one) accumulation
proxies AP = {AP 1 , AP 2 , ..., AP n }, a set authority S and a verifier V. An
element yj ∈ Y is considered an attribute of P and stored securely. Moreover, yj
is committed to the set authority’s database, i.e yj ∈ S where set S is securely
stored and handled by S. Our scheme consists of 7 algorithms:
Setup(1λ , n) → (par, pkS , skS , acc∅ , state∅ ): generates a tuple of bilinear pairing
parameters and necessary secure hash functions par = (q, G1 , G2 , g, ê, H1 , H2 )
to publish, where ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is a bilinear map and H1 , H2 are
collision-resistant hash functions such that H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 . Next, signature key-pair (sk, pk) for set authority
$

S, is generated as sk = x0 ←
− Z∗q and pk = g x0 . Accumulator key-pair
$

(skS , pkS ) for S is generated as key tuples skS = (γ ←
− Z∗q , sk) and
n+1
pkS = (pk, ê(g, g)γ ). Additionally, the accumulator acc∅ = 1 with
state table state∅ initiated. Finally, the prover P generates a keypair as
$

skP = x1 ←
− Z∗q and pkP = g x1 .
KeyExtract({1, 2, ..., l}) → L: generates set of key-pairs for proxy signers
L = {(pk1 , sk1 ), (pk2 , sk2 ), ..., (pkl , skl )}. Either a suitable key agreement
protocol can be used if there is a single node running this procedure,
otherwise each proxy signer runs this procedure locally and broadcast the
public key to all other parties.
ProxyKeyGen(w, SOw ) → skAP i : given a warrant w and SOw issued and
generated by original signer, the proxy AP i invokes ProxyKeyGen and
verifies that e(SOw , g) == e(H2 (w), pkP ). If valid then the proxy signing
key is computed as skAP i = SOw + H2 (w)ski . Note that SOw = H2 (w)x0 .
$

ProxyAccSignWitness(m1 , w) → σ1 : The proxy generates kAP i ←
− Z∗p and
kAP i
computes rAP i = ê(g, g)
. Each rAP i is broadcast to all other
l
AP i ’s who computes rAP = Πi=1
rAP i , cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ) and
kAP i
cAP
UAP i = (skAP i )
+g
. One designated AP i , called the clerk verifies
rAP i = ê(UAP i , g)(ê(H2 (w), pk + pki ))−cAP for i = 1, 2, .., l, and if successful
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l
computes UAP = Σi=1
UAP i and sends signature σ1 = (m1 , cAP , UAP , w)
to S. Message m1 = (ω1 , accP , g||yj ) where ω1 is the witness of yj from P,
accP the accumulator of P and g||yj which is used during accumulation
verification as in [13].
ProxyAccVerifyWitness(σ1 ) → σ2 : S receives the witness and element for
verification from AP. Next, S verifies that yj ∈ Y using the witness and
check that cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ); note that rAP = ê(UAP , g)(ê(H2 (w), pk +
l
Σi=1
pki ))−cAP . If so, S signs m2 = (ωiAP , accP , ωiS , accS ) implying that
yj ∈ S. Signature procedure is same as in ProxyAccSignWitness but with S
as only signer (hence clerk), and returns σ2 = (m2 , cS , US , w).
ProxyAccSignProof(σ2 ) → σ3 : All proxies runs ProxyAccSignWitness over σ2 as
message. Resulting signature is σ3 = (σ2 , cAP , UAP , w).
ProxyAccVerifyProof(σ3 ) → {⊥, true}: V verifies σ3 by computing cAP =
H1 (σ2 ||rAP ). If correct then parse σ2 and if needed checks membership of
yj ∈ S. Note that if the signature verifies correctly, V implicitly knows that
yj ∈ Y, S, that AP is a designated signer and S is a valid set authority.

Note that four more algorithms, AccAdd, AccUpdate, AccWitUpdate and
AccVerify, are used just as they are stated in [13]. The complete protocol executes
in phases described below: setup, request and proving phases. Note that we
assume S is running a trusted environment.
Setup phase : P securely sends and commit set Y to set authority S who
updates the complete set S such that Y ⊆ S. S then runs Setup and publishes
all public parameters such as groups and pairing function, accumulator value
accS and generates associated signature- and accumulator keys skS , pkS . All
proxies runs KeyExtract to get their own key-pairs (these has to be exchanged
using a secure key exchange protocol). Finally, P sends a warrant w to
the collection of proxy signers AP 1 , ..., AP l who then runs ProxyKeyGen to
generate specific proxy signature keys skAPi associated to P and S.
Request phase : Verifier V asks P to prove membership of yj ∈ S. This triggers
P to send w, ω1 , accP , g||yj , i.e warrant, witness for yi ∈ Y , accumulator
value and the element concatenation needed for the membership proof,
to all relevant proxies AP who in turn create a signature σ1 over the
tuple by invoking ProxyAccSignWitness. Next step is that AP sends σ1
to S who responds with witness ω2 if the signature can be verified using
ProxyAccVerifyWitness and that accumulation membership proof of yj ∈ Y
holds.
Proving phase : AP runs ProxyAccSignProof to generate a final proof σ3 which
is a signature over σ2 and contains information such as membership proof
(witness), delegation proof and authenticity proof of P,AP and S. Verifer
V runs ProxyAccVerifyProof function that uses AccVerify as subroutine, to
verify membership proof yj ∈ S. V responds either true or error symbol ⊥
to P.
Accumulators accP and accS (P’s and S’s accumulators respectively) and
their associated states stateP , stateS , are variables we do not consider in the
scheme definition.
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Security Analysis

5.1

Proof of Correctness

We note that ProxyAccVerifyWitness verifies correctly and computes signature
σ2 if and only if y ∈ Y and cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ) holds. Since S verifies
y ∈ Y accordingly to [13], then if successful, ProxyAccVerifyWitness procedure
verifies cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ). This is only possible if rAP is correctly generated.
Moreover, ProxyAccVerifyProof verifies σ3 correctly if and only if y ∈ Y and cAP
holds. The proof for that follows since we set l = 1 for the number of proxies,
thereby only using one proxy instead of a full collection.
Theorem 1. ProxyAccVerifyWitness verifies correctly and computes signature
σ2 if and only if y ∈ Y and cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ) holds.
Proof. We note that σ1 = (m1 , cAP , UAP , w), thus cAP is parsed. Also, pk = g x0
and pki = g xi . We denote H2 (w) = h2 for readability. Next, since
= ê(UAP , g) ê(h2 , pk +

l
X

!−cAP
pki )

(1)

i=1

!−cAP
l
l
X
Y
cAP
kAPi
x0
xi
= ê( (skAPi )
+g
, g) ê(h2 , g )
ê(h2 , g )
i=1

=

l
Y

!
ê(skAPi , g)

cAP

kAPi

ê(g, g)

x0

ê(h2 , g )

i=1

=

l
Y

(2)

i=1
l
Y

!−cAP
xi

ê(h2 , g )

(3)

i=1

!
ê(hx2 0 , g)cAP ê(hx2 i , g)cAP ê(g, g)kAPi

i=1

x0

ê(h2 , g )

l
Y

!−cAP
xi

ê(h2 , g )

i=1

(4)
=

l
Y

ê(g, g)kAPi = rAP

(5)

i=1

we can verify that cAP = H1 (m1 ||rAP ). S verifies y ∈ Y accordingly to [13],
thus S can successfully generate σ2 using same procedure as for σ1 but with
m2 = (yi , ωiAP , accP , g||yi , ωiS , accS ).
t
u
Theorem 2. ProxyAccVerifyProof verifies correctly and computes signature σ3
if and only if y ∈ Y and cAP = H1 (m2 ||rAP ) holds.
Proof. Same as in Theorem 1 but for l = 1.
5.2

t
u

Security Model and Analysis

We consider a security experiment where forger F is allowed to query signatures
σ1 , σ2 and σ3 given public parameters. Let OSign (α, m, i) → σi be a signing
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oracle which returns a valid signature σi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, m a message and α =
{par, pk1 , pk2 , ...} is the set of public parameters and all public keys necessary.
Moreover, let OH1 (x) → c be a random oracle which return elements c ∈ Z∗q ,
given some binary string x, thus emulating H1 , and similarly OH2 (x) → d where
d ∈ G.
Definition 2 (Security Experiment). Let π be an AMPA scheme initialized
with Setup(1λ , n) and all proxy signature keys generated. Next, let F be a
polynomial-time forgery algorithm with the ability to query OSign , OH1 and OH2
a polynomial number of times (q times). After a maximum of q queries, F is
able to generate a signature tuple (σ1∗ , σ2∗ , σ3∗ ) for messages m∗1 , m∗2 that has not
been previously queried. We then say that π is secure if
P r[F OSign ,OH1 ,OH2 (α) → (σ1∗ , σ2∗ , σ3∗ , m∗1 , m∗2 ) ∧ Verify(σ1∗ , σ2∗ , σ3∗ ) = 1] < 

(6)

where Verify returns 1 if and only if subroutines ProxyAccVerifyWitness(σ1∗ ) =
σ2∗ , ProxyAccSignProof(σ2∗ ) = σ3∗ and ProxyAccVerifyProof(σ3∗ ) = 1, and  is
negligible.
Theorem 3 (Non-forgeability). The proposed AMPA scheme is secure
against forgery as defined in Definition 2.
Proof (Sketch of proof ). The security experiment initializes according to Def. 2
and G is a computationally secure Diffie-Hellman group. We consider two cases:
(1) where forger F compute σ3∗ directly and (2) when F compute σ2∗ and use
it for further computations to achieve σ3∗ . We omit a third case where σ1∗ is
computed since the proof is same as case (1) since σ1 and σ3 only differs over
which message to sign, i.e. either m1 or σ2 .
Case 1: Assume forger F manages to compute a forged signature σ3∗ . We note
∗
that a signature σ3∗ = (σ2∗ , c∗AP , UAP
, w) where σ2∗ = (m∗2 , c∗S , US∗ , w). In such
0
forgery we get that OH (m2 ) → c thus
∗
UAP
=

l 
X
i=1

=

l 
X

0

(skAPi )c + g kAPi



=

l 
X

0

(SOw + H2 (w)ski )c + g kAPi



(7)

i=1
0

(H2 (w)x0 + H2 (w)xi )c + g kAPi



(8)

i=1

Since σ3∗ is a forgery and validates correctly by ProxyAccVerifyProof, the signing
oracle needs to be a BLS-oracle OBLS (using OH2 as a subroutine), i.e. returning
valid BLS signatures H2 (w)x0 and H2 (w)xi after at most q queries. Therefore,
c0 will not help F in breaking the scheme and
P r[F OSign ,OH1 ,OH2 (α)] ≤ P r[F OBLS (α)] ≤ 

(9)

since BLS is provably secure in the random oracle model with a reduction to
breaking the computational Diffie-Hellman problem [12].
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Case 2: Assuming F manages to compute a forged signature σ2∗ , then
∗
c0
kS
similar
to case (1) the forged
=
 signature contains US = (skS ) + g

0

(H2 (w)x0 + H2 (w)xs )c + g kS where xs is the secret key of S and kS ∈ Z∗p
chosen randomly by S. Again, the forgery implies a BLS-oracle, hence the
scheme is secure.
t
u

6

Implementation

The Java Pairing-Based Cryptography library (jPBC) is a Java port of the PBC
library written in C which provides the mathematical operations needed for
pairing-based cryptosystems [14]. Computations were over a field of 318-bit
modulo. In order to better understand the efficiency of our protocol, a set
of different operations and procedures went through a performance analysis,
measuring the approximate time in milliseconds. Each operation and procedure
was executed 1000 times on a MacBook Pro, 2017, with 2.3 GHz Dual-Core Intel
Core i5, 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 on macOS Big Sur 11.2. The results are
presented in Table 1. As expected, all procedures containing pairings were the
slowest. We strongly expect our results to be much faster using a more efficient
implementation of the hash-to-group algorithm. The scalability analysis consider
running the ProxyAccSignWitness procedure with different number of proxies. It
seems to scale linearly as expected, and for 1000 participating proxies the proxy
signature- and verification procedure takes roughly 1 minute.
Operation
G: point addition
G: point multiplication
Z: exponentiation
Hash to G
Pairing
Proxies
10
100
1000

Time(ms) Ops.
0.0003
4
0.0006
3
0.0310
10
21.5461
5
5.5111
7
Time (ms)
728.72
6591.15
63847.88

Procedure
ProxyAccSetup
ProxyAccKeyExtract
ProxyAccProxyKeyGen
ProxyAccSignWitness
ProxyAccVerifyWitness
ProxyAccSignProof
ProxyAccVerifyProof

Time(ms)
31.04
9.76
51.18
59.83
55.97
59.57
54.46

Total run

316.14

Table 1: Performance Analysis. Ops is number of operations.

7

Conclusion

We provided a method for constructing AMPA schemes, illustrating how
to combine them into a practical protocol along with a proof-of-concept
implementation and performance analysis. We have also shown the validity
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of the intact security analysis covering the merge of two schemes, showing
the correctness and non-forgeability. We conclude that important aspects to
consider in our merge methodology is to choose an overlapping underlying
hardness assumption for the combined schemes, utilizing the same key-pairs
and reuse signature procedures as a second layer between proxies and database
owner(s).
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